Summary

LEOPOLDUS IOANNES SCHERSCHNIK, DE DOCTIS REGINAE-HRADECENSIBUS COMMENTARIUS AD DOCTISSIMUM VIRUM STANISLAUM WYDRA.
A COMMENTED EDITION

De doctis Regiae-Hradecensibus commentarius (1775) is one of the early works by Leopold Jan Šeršník (1747–1814), a Teschen ex jesuit and a future founder of the first museum within the Czech lands – in Teschen (in today Poland). It is also the first of his two published encyclopedias and it contains bio-bibliographical entries of 26 scholars from the region of Hradec Králové, most of whom lived in the period before the battle on the White Mountain (1620). The entries are quite brief, the most detailed one is that of Bohuslav Balbín, whose Bohemia docta was the main source for Šeršník.
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